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Presents...



Spirit Messenger Training is perfect for
the Healer or Mentor who is looking to
add more skills to her tool box, to
improve her offers and support her
soulmate clients in new ways.

For the heart centered and soul led
mentors who desire to master the stair
steps to confident and consistent Divine
Communication.

Perfect for the Seekers who wish to tap
into their Divine Blueprints, unique gifts,
and harness the skills and talents from
previous lifetimes and this one.

It's an aligned investment for many
Shamans, Intuitives, and Psychics to open
up their channels of receiving so much
more guidance and galactic intel.

THE MOST SUBLIME WAY TO ACTIVATE YOUR
DIVINE WI-FI & BECOME SUPER PSYCHIC

Spirit Messenger Training



The tools and methods provided in Spirit Messenger Training
allow you to...

 
BECOME AN EMPOWERED EMPATH

 
Move from struggling and suffering to staying protected and
grounded as you channel and connect to your Divine Support

Team.
 

SUPERCHARGE YOUR INTUITION
 

Improve your capability with all your areas of intuition, while
fine-tuning and expanding them.

 
MASTER DIVINE COMMUNICATION

 
Connect to your Divine Support Team easily and effortlessly,
anytime, anywhere: know your team members, call on and

receive their guidance and support upon request, and
understand the language they use.

 
RECEIVE ENERGETIC ENTRAINMENT

 
Be supported with Light Codes, Upgrades and Shifts that you
will need to open up, access and use your unique gifts, as well

as align to the frequency of your Divine Support Team
members.

 
PRACTICE UNIQUE CARE

 
Learn the self care tools and techniques you will need to serve
and advance as a strong psychic, medium, and healer in your

field.

About Spirit Messenger Training



6 months of Private 1-1 Mentorship
&

6 months of Integrative Support

4 X 90 MINUTE PRIVATE MENTORSHIP CALLS ON
ZOOM

2 X CUSTOM QUANTUM ENERGY SESSIONS

3 X FREE PASSESS TO OUR VIRTUAL SPIRITUAL
DEVELOPMENT CIRCLES

PERSONAL INTUITIVE PROFILE

LIFETIME ACCESS TO COURSE CONTENT IN
MEMBERSHIP SITE

EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO PRIVATE FACEBOOK
GROUP

Features



4 X 90 MINUTE 1-1 PRIVATE MENTORSHIP CALLS WITH
YOUR MENTOR

2 X CUSTOM QUANTUM ENERGY SESSIONS

✓ Receive individual support from your mentor
✓ Scheduled at strategic times throughout your training, to
hone in on your unique journey and give you the most support
for your transformation and expansion
✓ You will be provided with a Google doc with notes and any
follow up integration exercises, homework or play
✓ All calls are recorded and the replay sent directly to you

✓ Scheduled to provide you with key energetic upgrades at
the most optimum time. You will coordinate these long
distance sessions with your mentor, who will facilitate and
provide support for aftercare.
✓ Karmic Clearing - A phenomenal Source guided energetic
treatment session that unlocks the soul from past life trauma.
✓ Energy Tune Up/Soul Ascension Activation - An energetic
treatment designed to bring all your clairs online, activate your
higher self and support you to receive and interpret guidance
more easily. Modifies the nervous system to live life through
heart consciousness.

Full Program Features

3 X FREE PASSES TO OUR VIRTUAL SPIRITUAL
DEVELOPMENT CIRCLES

✓ Spirit Circles are an intuition development space to
strengthen and stretch your Divine WiFi signals, tune in, and
connect with your Divine Support Team with a group of
similarly focused souls.
✓ Best utilized towards the end of your transformation as part
of your integration and implementation.



PERSONAL INTUITIVE PROFILE

✓ A channelled profile that describes your best meditation
suggestions, information about your Divine Support Team
members, and the advice that they wish for you to have access
to so that you are streamlining your connection to higher self,
Source, and guides.
✓ Delivered to you in PDF format

Full Program Features

LIFETIME ACCESS TO CONTENT IN MEMBERSHIP SITE

✓ Private membership site containing all your course materials
✓ Content available through an easy, convenient Kajabi app
that can be downloaded and installed to any mobile device or
tablet (highly recommended)
✓ Leave comments, ask questions and track your course
progress
✓ Access to 5 Modules with over 100 video trainings & audio
lessons, activations and guided meditations
✓ Receive 20+ Bonus trainings & activations to support &
supplement your transformation

12 MONTH FACEBOOK SUPPORT GROUP

✓ You will be in a private Facebook community with full
support during your training, mentorship and integration
✓ Ask any questions, share your wins, receive support and have
access to your mentor, community and the New Earth Magic
School team.
✓Share space, connect, network, and collab with like minded
souls with similar goals. This creates such an inspiring
collective consciousness that allows us to learn faster, expand
our reach, and explore new connections.



Testimonial
"Before I did Spirit Messenger Training I had a desire to
channel and "be" more spiritual, I felt there was a block and
that perhaps I couldn't do it.

After I did Spirit Messenger Training, I realised that it was a re-
remembering process, I had channelled and been closely
connected to spirit when I was a child. Through the Spirit
Messenger Training there were moments of great resistance
and moments to true enlightenment. I'm so pleased I flowed
through the process, not skipping a task because it didn't feel
relevant or how I wanted to connect...Infact those moments
usually turned out to be the biggest gifts I was given.

The biggest thing I got out of doing Spirit Messenger Training
was that I can channel and connect to the Divine Energy
whenever I choose too, all I have to do is Slow Down and
Listen. The Divine and my Spirit Team are always there, it is me
that switches off not them.

To anyone who is on the fence about doing the Spirit
Messenger Training course, it's a big course, there is a lot of
material, but you're able to go at your own time, taking it step
by step. My advice would be to have fun with it, play with the
exercises and allow joy to flow through the process. The
universe loves aligned action, so if you chose into this training
set a good pace and complete it with a smile!

I am channelling to this day via crystals and objects via
touch...Who knew that would be my ability!"

JANE S.
U.K.



Your Next Steps
If you feel this invitation calling to you, please book in a
conversation to discuss the next steps. You can click the
button below to answer a few questions, view our calendar,
and schedule your call.

In this conversation we'll go deep into your vision and goals to
see if or how I can support you at the highest.

Please know, I have a few options for working together and I
wish to match the most aligned option for you.

I am looking forward to co-creating with you soon.

Loving you,

100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
If you attend all mentorship calls, receive
all energy treatment sessions, implement

all the strategies and are not 100%
satisfied with the program, we will refund

your investment and you can keep the
resources as our gift.

Ty Gold
Co-Founder of New Earth Magic
School, New Earth Biz Oracle,
Abundance and Ascension Mentor

B O O K  Y O U R  C A L L

Price range may vary depending on mentor and payment
details. We do have financing options and payment plans

available that can allow you to register for less than $300/mo.

https://calendly.com/tygold/spirit-messenger-inquiry

